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Tomu, Inc. Quicky Hits $50,000 Milestone in Crowd Fundraising Round 

The DC-Area company, with a mission to create more sustainable hospitality lodging, launched its Reg CF offering on 

Monday offering early investor perks through March 1st  

WASHINGTON, DC & FREDERICK, MD – Tomu, Inc., a sustainability-focused hospitality development company, 

announced today that it had already reached an early milestone of $50,000 in investments through its campaign 

on the crowdfunding platform StartEngine. The Reg CF investor offering was launched on Monday, February 27th 

with bonus interest on the convertible note offer to early investors through Wednesday, March 1st. The public 

round was launched to raise capital for its mission to make hotels and lodging rentals more environmentally 

sustainable and accessible to own. 

Tomu designs and builds prefabricated guest rooms for use in hospitality construction using its proprietary 

modular building system to address emerging traveler demand for more sustainable lodging options. The 

company’s guest units come in both turnkey and configurable design options, allowing both independent and 

franchised hotel operators a way to reduce project development times and lower ongoing operating costs.  

"We are so excited to have surpassed the $50,000 milestone so quickly on our crowdfunding campaign. This 

achievement is a testament to the hard work of our team and the support of the Tomu community," said Chris 

Osaka, Chief Executive Officer of Tomu, Inc. "We’ve been truly impressed by the number of people just learning of 

Tomu who have invested in our company. We are grateful for the trust placed in us and we are more determined than 

ever to deliver on our goals.” 

Tomu's Reg CF fundraising round offers the public an opportunity to invest in the company and become a part of 

its mission to create a better future for hospitality. The fundraising round will be conducted through the platform 

StartEngine allowing non-accredited investors to participate and runs concurrent with Tomu’s offering exclusively 

for accredited investors. 

For more information on Tomu, Inc. and its Reg CF fundraising round, please visit startengine.com/offering/tomu. 

About Tomu 

TOMU, INC., founded in 2020, is a sustainability-focused hospitality development company. Tomu designs and 

builds prefabricated lodging units using its proprietary modular building system to address emerging traveler 

preferences in the hospitality industry. Its mission is to create a more sustainable future for hospitality using 

innovations in modular building to make hotels and rentals more efficient to construct, less wasteful to operate, 

and more accessible to own. For more information on Tomu and its leadership, visit tomuhaus.com/about. 
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